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GLORIOUS EASTER MORN

That touch of spring fever which I felt yesterday, makes it very difficult to concentrate on those college necessitides called mid-term exams. But come what may, our spring vacation will soon relieve the daily routine of classes. Concentration on sleep, term papers, and food can pick up any of those low mid-year blues you might have.

However, there is something more valuable for rejuvenating those lost spirits. It is faith which, when mingled with charity performs wonders.

Now at the closing of Pascuantide, each of us can and should pick up his own cross and follow Christ along the calvary path. Make this religious holiday a holy and profitable one for the spiritual you. We will only once have the opportunities of this year—in 1959.

Take advantage of the tremendous gift of the Catholic faith. Happy Easter!

FIRST ANNOUNCEMENT

"Spring Serenade" will vibrate across the floor of the Knight Club on April 10th. Mike Sifferlin's band will provide the background for this semi-formal Spring opener. Tickets for the 8:30 to 11:30 whirl are $1.50 a couple. Do not forget this will be the first dance after our Easter break. The Russies are planning this big Spring Premiere; let's swing it.

PLAY FESTIVAL AT EVANSVILLE

Evansville Catholic Theater Guild will play host to the Indiana Catholic Colleges, Universities, and Theater Guilds Play Festival on April 4th and 5th. Marian will enter a selection of scenes from Glass Menagerie in the competition.

Every one wishing to attend is welcome. Perhaps some of the students from down Evansville way could turn out to add their support.

C.RBON GOES BACK INTO MOVIE BUSINESS

On April 9th, the biggest movie tycoon on campus will present the first movie of the Spring season. With just 35 cents in the 'till, you can sit back in the plush seats of Clare Hall Assembly Room and watch the rest of the world go by.

No, I mean you can watch the Eddie Duchin Story.

Let's make these last weeks of Lent really count (then you can enjoy all the entertaining activities planned for the rushed post-Easter season.)

See you at Benedictine—12:15.
among a strongly bi-partisan crowd, who no doubt had respect for old age, the overpowering offense of the Vets subdued the slower and shorter-breathed Faculty. Highlights of the game were: Father Smith's high scoring sixteen points. Achieved between spasms of exhaustion on the bench, Father Frazee, which drew a wild reaction (there were times when III thought he was going to put a foot through the floor) and nimble Mr. Ventresca and his quiet running... Highlight of the next day was Father Smith's conspicuous absence from his morning class. He gave some sort of an excuse about his pastor being away, etc., etc., etc. Well, you can believe that if you want to. Please don't get the idea that I'm trying to influence your judgment as to whether or not his excuse is valid. The man is perfectly free to tell us what he wishes???????? The game was played for the benefit of the Missions. A collection was taken up that amounted to: $14.73 general $25 late .02 by the committee one button $15.00 and one button (I hate to add this, but B. c Dever was walking around the rest of the evening with a loose shirt cuff.) The C.S.M.C. thanks you........ F.M.

The assembly program of yesterday presented four talented gentlemen brought us into contact with semi-classical and folk music from across the way.....FOR YOU JAZZ FANS: ON APRIL 9th, THE ASSEMBLY PROGRAM WILL FEATURE AL COBINE AND ENSEMBLE...

DON'T MISS "A PHOENIX TOO FREQUENT", ONE ACT PLAY BY CHRISTOPHER FRY, DIRECTED BY MARGUERITE BRANDAY AND BEING PRESENTED AT THE ASSEMBLY PERIOD ON APRIL 24.

Another thriller thanks to Bob Rhinegold and his unique scoring system. The good sisters were on hand and got their laughs. One of the highlights of the evening was a free ball traveling in the direction of Sister Olivia. (Do you get that feeling that you're being watched, Sister?) I was surprised that the evening ended without Fred Keller wrapping Marlene Jasper over the head with one of his tennis shoes... Overheard: "That Ash is another one I'd like to flunk. Unfortunately, he doesn't take French." The only injury of the evening was an inflated kidney of Don Johnson's, dealt by the elbow of Rita Jo Marsh. The goat of the evening was Dick Simko. The reason: He just strikes me the typical goat, that's all........

At the Student Board Meeting:
1) There was $155 remaining from the collection taken up for Wally Robson's funeral. This was given to the Board to use as they saw fit. $50 was used for ten Masses to be said annually on the anniversary of Wally's death. That left $105 was has been used to purchase Latin literature books for the library... Wally would say thanks for the generosity.

(carbon contest: Board and J. Hirn)

Congratulations:
- to Sammy Jo Melon. Today's her birthday. She's 14. She should be 20, but she was sick for six years.
- to Em Cleverden and Bob Moran for their fine work on the Carbon...

Some one has dashed off with my "Snoopy" book (of the Charlie Brown series). Snoopy was last seen in Miss Ossmer's office, playing ghost with Linus' blanket.

THE [A] HAS SUNK!!!